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Windrose Aromatics
patented, highly
efficient diffusors

Affordable and attractive jet system diffusors
Combine the healthful benefits of super fine essential oil mist, oil efficiency, and easy cleaning features
Essential Oil Combinations recommended for diffusor use
A diffusor is a special device uniquely
designed to disperse pure essential oils into
the atmosphere. It is the most effective way
to finely vaporize essential oils without
harming or altering their vital components and
valuable properties.

Ultra Jet Diffusor
Hand made ceramic
base, includes cobalt
blue bottle for essential
oils. Quiet, adjustable
Rena 200 Air Pump
covers 2,000+ sq. ft.

Ultra Jet Diffusor DELUXE
All-in-one oak case stores the Ultra Jet
Diffusor with space for three ½ oz. essential
oil bottles. Includes
the cobalt blue bottle
for essential oils,
plus pure essential oil
combinations of
½ oz. Breathe Easy,
Energize, and Nite Cap.
Quiet, adjustable Rena
200 Air Pump covers
2,000+ sq. ft.
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EO Blend

Codes

Properties

Alpine
C, P, R
Crisp, cool blend to alleviate heady pressures and stuffiness
Beautiful Gardens
N
Floral medley to soothe away tension & encourage relaxation
Breathe Easy
P, R, U
Clears the air, purifies and cleanses the environment
Clarity
C, P, U
Enhances mental acuity; aids memory; heightens concentration
Composure
S, N
Helps balance emotions and steady mood swings
Energize
C, P, U
Cooly stimulates physical and mental vitality
Fern Creek
P, R, U
Bracing, purifying tonic
Fresh Breeze
P, R, U
Enlivening, expansive, and revivifying
ImmuBoost
C, P, R
Invigorating tonic
Inspiration
P, N
Meditative and grounding essence
Nite Cap
P, N, R
Relaxing, calming; relieves nighttime restlessness
Oasis
C, P, S, N
A retreat from stressful tension, worry, and mental fatigue
Ortho-Flex Original
C, P, R
Fresh, cleansing, clearing.
Refresher
C, P, R, U
Cool and expansive
Romance
S, N
Sweet, dreamy melange
Serenity
N, S
Tranquil, reassuring harmony
South Seas
S, N
Helps relieve stress and induce peaceful feelings
Sunrise
P, U
Arousing and uplifting
C = Caution: for short term use
P = Purifying
N = Nervine/Calming
R = Respirant
S = Stress Relief
U = Uplifting/Refreshing

Superior Diffusor Features

Highly efficient jet nebulizer Our jet nebulizer is the product of over ten years of research and development. It is precision engineered from a
special inert material to produce super fine essential oil mist. This virtually indestructible jet will last a lifetime if cared for properly. For your
convenience, our new and improved jet will thread directly onto our essential oil combination bottles.
Beveled drop shape PyrexTM glass piece Our glass piece is made from laboratory grade PyrexTM glass that is formed and then tempered for
strength in an 1800O scientific kiln.
All inert components All of our diffusor components have been carefully researched and selected to preserve the delicate synergy of
essential oils. Unlike metal, the special jet material and PyrexTM glass will not cause oxidation.
Handmade ceramic base or oak case The attractive base is hand made from natural ceramic clay. Our Deluxe model features an oak case
and three of our popular essential oil combinations: Breathe Easy, Energize, & Nite-Cap.
A compact and quiet air pump Our diffusors feature a Rena Air 200 pump with adjustable flow control. Rena, France has a reputation for the
finest quality air pumps available. All Rena pumps are engineered for years of quiet, trouble-free service. An on/off switch is included at no
extra charge.
An easy clean feature In the event that dust, lint, or other debris clogs the jet nebulizer, simply placing your finger over the jet will rapidly
dislodge the particle.

